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A PICARD THEOREM WITH AN APPLICATION
TO MINIMAL SURFACES. II

PETER HALL

Abstract. Let /: C —> R" be a parabolic minimal surface such that the nor-

mals to / omit n + k directions in general position, k > 0 . We obtain sharp

bounds on the dimension of the affine span of / and of the linear span of the

Gauss map of /.

In the first part of this paper [4], we discussed a simply-connected parabolic

minimal surface /: C -> R" such that the normals to / omitted « directions in

general position. (A minimal surface in what follows will always be a conformai

harmonic map.) It was proved that the dimension d of the linear subspace of

CP"_1 spanned by the image of the Gauss map of / was at most « - 3 . We

now make the stronger assumption that the normals to / omit n + k directions

in general position for some positive integer k. In Theorem 4 we prove that,

if / is nonplanar,

(.) '^JFTT

If a is the dimension of the affine subspace of R" spanned by the image of /,

we prove that

(2) d + 3 < a < min(« - kd, 2d + 2).

In Theorem 6 we give examples to show that all values of d and a allowed by

the inequalities (1) and (2) occur, for special configurations of n + k directions.

The inequalities (1) and (2) have the curious implication that for given «

and k it is not in general possible for the maximum values of d and a to be

realised by the same surface. For example, if /: C —► R11 is a minimal surface

and the normals to / omit 12 directions in general position, then d < 4, and

if d = 4 then a < 7. However, there is a minimal surface /: C —> R11 , the

normals to which omit 12 directions in general position, such that d = 3 and

a = 8.

We remark that, although our methods apply in all cases where the number of

omitted normals is at least the number of dimensions of the ambient Euclidean
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space, there is another case that appears to be quite different. For a minimal

surface /:C-»R , the normals to which omit 3 of the coordinate directions,

there may be a restriction on the Gauss map, but if so the reason must be

somewhat deep. An equivalent problem has been discussed by M. L. Green [2],

to whose paper we refer the interested reader.

After a Euclidean motion, we may suppose that

/:C^R" = Ra©R"-a

is a minimal surface such that the projection into Rn~a is constant. The mini-

mal surface / may have holomorphic factors, in the sense that after a Euclidean

motion there is an orthogonal decomposition

(3) Ra= R2e---eR2eRa"2/!
>-v-'

h factors

such the projection of / into each factor is a minimal surface. As Theorem 5

we prove a lower bound on « which extends results of Lawson [5, Proposition

4.3; 6, p. 165, Proposition 16] and Hoffman-Osserman [5, Proposition 4.1]. In

Theorem 6 we show that with this restriction all possibilities for « can occur.

We remark that, when a is less than « , it is sometimes possible to find a larger

number of holomorphic factors by considering orthogonal decompositions of

the form

R"= R2e---eR2eR""2j,

; factors

which do not respect the subspace spanned by the image of /.

The theorems of the first part of this paper are these.

Theorem 1. Let f: C —► R" be a minimal surface and suppose that the normals

to f omit « directions in general position. Then f has a holomorphic factor.

Theorem 2. Let

<D: C-* ß„_2 c CP"_1

be holomorphic. Suppose that O does not meet the union of « hyperplanes

IIj, ... , Il with real coefficients and in general position. Then the image of O

lies in a linear subspace of codimension 2, and hence in a hyperplane tangent

Theorem 1 was obtained by translating the conditions on the minimal surface

into conditions on its Gauss map and applying Theorem 2. The same translation

will yield Theorem 4 below, but rather than explicitly proving a generalization

of Theorem 2, we apply Theorem 2 together with Theorem 3, which is a Picard

theorem due to M. L. Green.

Theorem 3 (Green [1, Theorem 2]). Let h: C —» CPm be a holomorphic curve

that omits m + 2 distinct hyperplanes. Then the image of h lies in some hyper-

plane of CPm.
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Theorem 4. Let /: C -► R" be a nonconstant minimal surface and suppose that

the normals to f omit n + k directions in general position, where k > 0. Let

d = dimension of linear subspace ofCPn~

spanned by Gauss map off,

a = dimension of affine subspace ofRn

spanned by f.

Then

(1) '*'*&!.
(2) d + 3 < a < min(« - kd, 2d + 2).

Proof. Without loss of generality, the affine span of the minimal surface / is

a linear subspace Ra of R" , and we use the orthogonal decomposition

(4) R" = Ra©R"^.

Let the given vectors omitted by the normals to / be vx, ... , vn+k . Each v¡

may be written as vi = u¡ + w¡, with ui £ Ra and wi £ R"_a . We remark that

u¡ t¿ 0 since wi is always normal to /.

Let O: C —► CP"_1 be the Gauss map of /, regarded as a holomorphic

curve. We have the inclusions

<D(C)cCP¿cCPa~' cCP"-1.

Here CP is the span of the Gauss map of /; CPa_1 is the subspace of CP"_1

corresponding to Ra in (4).

Let n: R" —> Ra be projection on to the first factor of (4); then n o / is a

minimal surface in Ra . Since the i^spanR", the t/(spanRa . If (u., ... , ua)

is a basis for Ra , it consists of a directions in general position omitted by the

normals to no f, and Theorem 2 implies that

(5) d - 3 < a.

Each of the vectors u¡, i = 1,...,« + k , corresponds to a hyperplane n;

of CP0-1, and n; meets CP in a hyperplane of CP . Since the wJ spanRa ,

there are d + 1 such hyperplanes A, , ... , Ad+X in general position in CP .

Now í> is not contained in any linear subspace of CP , so that by The-

orem 3 there cannot be d + 2 distinct hyperplanes of CPd that are omit-

ted by <I>. Therefore each of Tlx, ... , fln+k must pass through some one of

Ax,...,Ad+x.
Partition the vectors u¡, i = I, ... , n + k , into d + 1 subsets correspond-

ing to hyperplanes n( which pass through A,, ... , Arf+1 . Each subset spans

a subspace of Ra of positive dimension and the subspaces corresponding to

distinct A. intersect only at the origin. Thus we obtain a decomposition of Ra

as the direct sum of d + I subspaces, not in general orthogonal.
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We claim that each subspace in the decomposition has dimension 1 or 2.

Consider any of the A., and let p: R" -> Rp be orthogonal projection on to

the corresponding subspace. In the standard coordinate system on R", the

Gauss map O of / is defined in this manner. Let

df        df
(6) 9m = ^-i^,        m = l,...,n,

obtaining a holomorphic map tp : C —► C" . The Gauss map O: C -» CP"-1 is

given in homogeneous coordinates by (6), treating the zeros of tp as removable

singularities. To recover the component of / in the direction of a unit vector

v £ R" , we form v • tp , integrate and take the real part. Now, if v lies in Rp

corresponding to A , v • tp is some complex multiple of the value on tp of the

linear form defining A . Hence every direction v £ Rp yields a coordinate

function which is some linear combination of the real and imaginary parts of

the same integral. Since po f is full in R , p is 1 or 2.

We have constructed a direct decomposition of Rfl , not in general orthogonal,

into copies of R and R. Since the number of factors is d + 1 , there must be

a - d - 1 copies of R   and 2d - a + 2 copies of R :

(7) Ra= R2©---©R2 © R0---0R.

*-v-'       N-*-'

a—d-X factors 2d-a+2 factors

This shows in particular that

(8) a<2d + 2.

Each of w,, ... , un+k must lie in one of the factors in (7). General position

means that any « of the vectors vx, ... , vn+k spanR" . Therefore any « of

ux, ... , un+k must spanRa. It follows that at least k + 1 of the ut must lie

in each copy of R and at least k + 2 of the ui must lie in each copy of R .

This yields the inequality

(k + 1 ) x number of copies of R

2
+ (k + 2) x number of copies of R

= (k+ l)(2d -a + 2) + (k + 2)(a - d - 1)

= kd + k + a

< n + k,

or equivalently

(9) a<n-kd.

Combining (5) and (9) we obtain

d + 3<a<n-kd,

so that
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Since / is nonplanar, we have also

(11) l<d.

The inequalities (5), (8), (9), (10) and (11) establish the assertions (1) and (2)

of the theorem.

Theorem 5. Let F be a Riemann surface and let f: F —y Rn be minimal. Let

G>: F —y Qn_2 c CP"-1 be the Gauss map of f. The image of <E> lies in the

polar with respect to Qn_2 of an (h - l)-dimensional linear subspace of Qn_2

if and only if there is an orthogonal decomposition

(12) R" = R2©---©R2 ©R"~2\
>-V-'

h factors

such that the projection of f into each factor is a minimal surface. In particular,

if the dimension d of the linear span of <I> is less than or equal to « - 2« - 1,

then the decomposition (12) exists.

Remark. If « = 2/2+2, Theorem 5 yields the theorem of Lawson [5, Proposition

4.3; 6, p. 165, Proposition 16] that a minimal surface is a holomorphic curve

in some orthogonal complex structure if and only if its Gauss map lies in a

linear subspace of Q„_2 ■ The polar of a point of Q„_2 is the tangent space at

that point, so that, if « = 1, Theorem 5 yields the theorem of Hoffman and

Osserman [5, Proposition 4.1] that / has a holomorphic factor if and only if

its Gauss map lies in a hyperplane tangent to Qn_2. Our argument is modelled

on that of Hoffman and Osserman.

Proof. Suppose that A is an (« - l)-dimensional linear subspace of Qn_2 and

that O(-F) c polar(A). Let px, ... ,pn be points of A such that each of

them is polar to the others. Each of the p , j = 1,...,« , can be written in

homogeneous coordinates as p. = (a. + ißj), where a. and ß- are a pair of

real unit vectors. The two-dimensional subspaces of R" spanned by the pairs

(q., ßj) give rise to the orthogonal decomposition (12). For j = I, ... , h we

have the relation p. • O(z) = 0 for all z £ F , expressing the fact that

&(F) C polar(A) c polar({py.}).

This implies that the projection of / into the corresponding R factor of (12)

is conformai or anticonformal. To prove the converse, suppose that there exists

an orthogonal decomposition of the form (12) such that the projection into each

factor is a minimal surface. Let (a-, ß.), j = 1, ... , h , be an orthogonal basis

for each R factor. Then the points p = (a. + /'p\.) span an («-l)-dimensional

linear subspace A of Qn_2 and <b(F) c polar(A).

To prove the last assertion, suppose that L c CP"~ is a linear subspace

of dimension « - 2« - 1 containing <b(F). Then polar(L) c CP"-1 is a

linear subspace of dimension 2« . The intersection of Q„_2 with polar(L) is
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a quadric variety of dimension 2« - 1, hence contains a linear subspace of

dimension « - 1 (see for example [3, p. 735]). We have

A c polar(L)

and hence

<&(F) cLc polar(A).

We conclude by constructing examples to show that the results of Theorems

4 and 5 are sharp.

Theorem 6. Let n, k, d, and a satisfy the inequalities (1) and (2) of Theorem

4. Then there exists a minimal surface f: C —y R" such that the normals to f

omit n = k directions in general position and f has the given values of d and

a. If \(a - d - 2) < h < \(a - 3) or a = 2«, then f can be constructed so that

« is the number of R  factors in the orthogonal decomposition

(3) Rfl = R2©---©R2©Rfl~2*.

Proof. First consider the case a = n, which occurs only when k = 0.  The

value of d may be any integer satisfying

(13) l(n-2)<d<n-3.

For d = « - 3 we give a construction from Remark 1 at the end of Part I of

this paper [4]. If (ex, ... ,en) is the standard orthonormal basis for R" , the «

lacunary normals may be taken to be

vx=ex,        v2 = e2,

v} =-j=(ex + e}),        v4 = e4,

(14) v5 = ^j(*i+*s)' v6=^ex+e6)>

v„_x = j=(ex+en_x),       vn = en.

If (gx, ... , gn) are homogeneous coordinates of the Gauss map in the system

of coordinates dual to (vx, ... , vn), we may choose

V« - 3g, = ig2 = ez,

v^c?! = ig* = e2*.

£5 = ^81 h '

g¡ = V2gxgs,

g2n = ^gxgn.
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The formulas (15) may be integrated to obtain an immersed minimal surface

with Gauss map (15).

To obtain examples with d = n-j- 3, j > 1, we modify the set of vectors

(14) to obtain:

vx = ex,       v2 = e2,

1 /V3=J¿(eX+ei)> VA = e*>

(16) 1
V2j+i * ^9 eV+V ' V2j+4 _ e2j+4 '

V2j+5 -    Py \eX + e2j+5> ' V2j+6 *    /J(eX + e2j+6> '

vn_x = j=(ex+en_x),       vn=en.

A corresponding modification of the components of the Gauss map (15) gives:

y/n-j- 3g, = ig2 = e2

"fîgi = ig4 = e2*.

gl = -2gl = 2y/2gig3,

,17) 2 _-    2        _ 9 /?#2>+3 —      Z82j+4 — ¿y/¿8x82j+X

g2j+5 = ^2gxg2j+3,

*fl = v/2^^.

For any of the examples described by (14), (15) or (16), (17), the polar with

B-2respect to Qn_2 of the linear span CP   of the Gauss map is an (« - d - 2)

dimensional linear space L c CP"- . It may be computed that the linear space

L intersects Qn_2 in a quadric Qn_d_i which is nonsingular. Therefore the

dimension of a maximal linear subspace of Qn_d_3 has the smallest possible

value, namely \(n - d - 3) if « - d is odd and j(n - d - 4) if n - d is even

[3, p. 735]. This implies that, in the decomposition (3), the examples (14), (15)

and (16), (17) have the smallest number of holomorphic factors permitted by

Theorem 5.
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At the other extreme, an example with a = n and the largest possible number

of holomorphic factors is the holomorphic curve /: C —► Cm given by

,,o\ n   \       i   3Z      4z (rn+2)z,
(18) f(z) = (e   ,e   , ... ,ey        ),

considered as a minimal surface in R m , the normals to which omit the coor-

dinate directions. To obtain any intermediate number of holomorphic factors

we take the Cartesian product of examples of the types (15) or (17) and (18).

We now construct examples a < « and k not necessarily zero. Our con-

struction is based on the proof of Theorem 4. Take a full minimal surface in

Ra which is any of those just constructed. Corresponding to the orthogonal

decomposition

(4) R^R^ffiR"-*,

each lacunary normal must be of the form v¡ = ui + wi, with 0 ^ u¡. e Ra and

wi £ Rn~a . Take wx, ... , wn+k to be any vectors in general position in R"~a .

We have seen in the proof of Theorem 4 that there is a direct decomposition

(7) Ra = R2©---©R2j©R©---©R-

a-d-X factors 2d-a—2 factors

and each of the w( must lie in one of the factors. The v¡ are in general position

provided there are at least Hi of the uj in each R factor and at least k + 2

of the Uj in each R factor. That can be achieved provided the inequalities

( 1 ) and (2) in the conclusion of Theorem 4 are satisfied.
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